Innervation of Extraocular Pulley Smooth Muscle in Monkeys and Humans
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Purpose. Soft pulleys stabilize paths and determine pulling directions of the extraocular muscles (EOMs). This study was conducted to characterize innervation of smooth muscles (SMs) supporting these pulleys.

Methods. Cadaveric human and monkey orbits were step and serially sectioned for histochemical and immunohistochemical staining. Before perfusion, the superior cervical ganglia of one monkey had been injected with the anterograde tracer Phaseolus vulgaris leukoagglutinin (PHA-L). Immunoperoxidase staining to human SM α-actin confirmed pulley SM. Monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies were used to demonstrate PHA-L, tyrosine hydroxylase, dopamine β-hydroxylase, phenylethanolamine-N-methyltransferase, neuronal nitric oxide synthase (NOS), and synaptophysin. The NADPH-diaphorase reaction was also used as a marker for NOS and the acetylcholinesterase (AChE) reaction for acetylcholine.

Results. Pulleys, consisting of collagen and elastin sleeves supported by connective tissue containing SM, were observed around rectus muscles of humans and monkeys. The human and monkey SM was richly innervated. Axons terminating in motor end plates within SM bundles were immunoreactive to PHA-L, tyrosine hydroxylase, and dopamine β-hydroxylase, but not phenylethanolamine-N-methyltransferase, indicating innervation of pulley SM from the superior cervical ganglion by projections using norepinephrine. Smaller axons and motor end plates were also demonstrated in SM, using NADPH-diaphorase and NOS immunoreactivity, indicating nitroxidergic innervation, and using AChE, indicating cholinergic parasympathetic innervation. The pterygopalatine and, to a lesser extent, the ciliary ganglia, but not the Edinger–Westphal nucleus, contained cells immunoreactive to NOS, suggesting that nitroxidergic innervation to pulley SM is mainly from the pterygopalatine ganglion.

Conclusions. The SM suspensions of human and monkey EOM pulleys are similar and receive rich innervation involving multiple neurotransmitters. These complex projections suggest excitatory and inhibitory control of EOM pulley SM, and support their dynamic role in ocular motility. Invest Ophthmol Vis Sci. 1997;38:1774–1785.

This finding was unexpected because EOMs were thought to follow the shortest (great circle) path across the globe, limited somewhat by connective tissues. This classic model predicted that “bridle forces” would, for example, give the horizontal rectus muscles an elevating action when the eye was in elevation. The stability of EOM paths was confirmed when the investigator used magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with three-dimensional reconstruction to demonstrate a high degree of stability of rectus EOM belly paths throughout the physiologic range of human ocular rotations. Only the anterior portions of the rectus tendons move in relation to the orbit—as they must to reach their insertions at the anterior part of the globe. Two possible mechanisms were hypothesized to explain the observed path stability of rectus EOMs: One involved connective tissue coupling to the
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...lobe of an anterior extent of each muscle, and the other involved each muscle's passage through some sort of pulley coupled to the orbital wall. The latter case, orbital fat could increase the stability of the suspension by filling connective tissue interstices. The first evidence for the pulley model was provided by MRI, demonstrating that EOM belly paths are minimally affected by large surgical transpositions of rectus tendons. Because the surgical dissections divided all connective tissue attachments of the EOM tendons to the globe to a level at least 10 mm posterior to the insertions, it was concluded that EOM path stability was not caused by musculoglobal coupling. This excluded the first hypothesis. Improvements in MRI technique subsequently allowed pulley tissues to be directly visualized in humans, a finding that motivated a systematic reexamination of orbital anatomy in cadavers by gross and histologic techniques.

Findings in recent anatomic studies indicate that each human pulley consists of a complete ring or sleeve of collagen encircling the EOM, located near the equator of the globe in Tenon's fascia. Rectus tendons travel through their pulleys by sliding inside thin collagenous sheathes, which telescope within the pulley sleeves to permit passage of the entire tendon. Electron microscopic observations indicate that the collagen of pulley rings is extremely dense and is organized in an unusual configuration of perpendicular bands with directionally alternating fibrils; this structure is well-suited to high internal rigidity. Located on the orbital side of each pulley ring is a dense mass of elastin and collagen. Pulleys are coupled to the orbital wall, adjacent EOMs, and equatorial Tenon's fascia by bands containing collagen and elastin, as well as smooth muscle (SM). The role of this SM has been unclear.

Smooth muscle has been described in classic orbital anatomic studies, and Müller (cited by Page) described SM in four areas of the human orbit: the inferior palpebral muscle, the superior palpebral muscle, the "orbital muscle" spanning the inferior orbital fissure, and the "peribulbar muscle" surrounding the anterior aspect of the globe. More recently, immunohistochemical staining for human SM α-actin has shown that SM cells are especially abundant in the suspensory bands of the pulleys and may form part of what was described by Müller in the last century as the peribulbar muscle. Despite this similarity, the pulley SM cells are anatomically and structurally distinct from those of the more anterior palpebral SMs, and those of the more posterior orbital muscle of Müller. In particular, the SMs around the medial rectus (MR) pulley are organized into bundles, unlike Müller's palpebral muscle. Although the pulley is best developed for the MR muscle, all of the rectus EOMs have similar pulley structures in the vicinity of the equator of the globe. The globe itself is supported trampoline-like by Tenon's fascia throughout its periphery by sturdy attachments to the periorbita, particularly at the orbital rim and at the anterior and posterior lacrimal crests. In the human, the peripheral, equatorial portion of Tenon's fascia is a tough, fibromuscular structure composed of dense collagen, elastin, circumferentially arranged SM bundles, and some radially arranged SM bundles.

Pulleys have important implications for EOM function. Whereas the direction of pull (or resulting axis of rotation) of a rectus EOM was once thought to be determined by its anatomic origin in the annulus of Zinn, along with its point of tangency with the globe and the globe center, it now appears that the functional origin of an EOM is at its pulley. The length of a muscle's path, which (along with its resting length) determines the EOM's stretch and (along with innervation) its tension, is increased by deflection through its pulley. Although stiffened by elastin, the pulleys are compliant and would be subject to the action of their suspensory SMs and to changes in EOM tension. Although no functional role of the pulley SMs has yet been demonstrated, several candidate roles appear plausible. The SMs might simply regulate the stiffness of Tenon's fascia and the pulley suspensions to provide a constant load and geometry for the ocular motor system. Additionally, the SMs might move the pulleys to alter the pulling directions of EOMs, playing a dynamic role in slow eye movements. For example, simulations of orbital biomechanics predict that small changes in pulley locations would have important effects on vergence. The MR pulley appears to shift posteriorly during convergence and adduction (unpublished MRI data).

As a first step toward understanding the function of rectus pulley SMs, the current study was performed to compare the anatomy of pulleys in monkeys and in humans, and to investigate the types and sources of innervation of these SMs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Monkey Specimen Preparation

Two adult male monkeys, one fascicularis (Macaca fascicularis) and one rhesus (Macaca mulatta), were studied under a protocol approved by institutional animal welfare committees and adhering to the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. The fascicularis monkey had previously undergone implantation of a scleral magnetic-search coil for eye-movement recording studies and was killed by intravenous barbiturate overdose before intra-aortic perfusion with neutral-buffered saline at 0°C followed by 10% neutral-buffered formalin. The...
head was then fixed for several days in 10% neutral-buffered formalin and the right orbit exenterated in an intracranial approach, as previously described for human specimens. All visible bone fragments were removed with rongeurs under microscopic visualization. The orbit was then lightly decalcified for 12 hours in 0.003 M EDTA and 1.35 N HCl, embedded in paraffin, and serially sectioned at 10-μm thickness.

Ten days before death, the rhesus monkey was placed under barbiturate general anesthesia and the superior cervical ganglia bilaterally exposed. Bipolar electrical stimulation was used to confirm identity of the superior cervical ganglion: Stimulation caused brisk pupillary mydriasis, whereas stimulation of the adjacent vagus nerve produced bradycardia as indicated by surface-lead electrocardiogram. Both superior cervical ganglia were then pressure-injected with 20 μl of the lectin Phaseolus vulgaris leukoagglutinin (PHA-L, Vector, Burlingame, CA) at a concentration of 2.5% in sodium phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at pH 8. Surgical incisions were then sutured, and the animal recovered from anesthesia. Ten days later the monkey was killed by barbiturate overdose before perfusion with ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline followed by 4% neutral-buffered paraformaldehyde. The right orbit was exenterated in bloc, freed of bone fragments, and fixed in 10% neutral-buffered formalin. Some fixed orbits and fixed in 4% neutral-buffered paraformaldehyde or 10% neutral-buffered formalin. Some fixed specimens were placed in 30% neutral-buffered sucrose before frozen sectioning at 10-μm thickness. Other specimens were embedded in paraffin and sectioned at 10-μm thickness. In an intracranial approach, both orbits of one cadaver were widely exenterated en bloc with periorbita intact. Contents of the pterygopatine fossa and the optic nerve posterior to the carotid siphon were included. The right orbit was similarly exenterated en bloc from two other cadavers. Bone was removed with rongeurs. One orbit from each cadaver was fixed in 10% neutral-buffered formalin for 4 days and lightly decalcified (12 to 20 hours) to soften the trochlea and any residual bone particles. Processing of control specimens verified that light decalcification does not interfere with subsequent staining procedures. The orbits were then dehydrated using graded solutions of alcohol and chloroform, embedded in paraffin, and serially sectioned at 10-μm thickness. The remaining orbit of the first cadaver was dissected before fixation to obtain specimens of pulley

Human Specimen Preparation

In conformity with relevant state and local laws, orbital specimens were obtained during authorized autopsy from five adult human cadavers within 8 to 12 hours of death. Gross dissection was performed in situ and after orbital exenteration. Specimens of EOMs and connective tissues were selectively dissected from some orbits and fixed in 4% neutral-buffered paraformaldehyde or 10% neutral-buffered formalin. Some fixed specimens were placed in 30% neutral-buffered sucrose before frozen sectioning at 10-μm thickness. Whole 10-μm coronal orbicular sections (oriented as a right eye seen from the anterior stained with Masson's trichrome in three different primate species, illustrating similarity of connective tissue structures in pulleys and Tenon's fascia. Sections taken at a midglobal level best illustrate the medial rectus pulley ring (open arrow). Blue = collagen; red = striated muscle and lacrimal gland. (A) Human. IR = inferior rectus muscle; LG = orbital lobe of lacrimal gland; LPS = levator palpebrae superioris; LR = lateral rectus muscle; MR = medial rectus muscle; SO = superior oblique muscle; SR = superior rectus muscle. (B) Rhesus monkey. (C) Fascicularis monkey.

FIGURE 1. (top) Whole 10-μm coronal orbital sections (oriented as a right eye seen from the anterior stained with Masson's trichrome in three different primate species, illustrating similarity of connective tissue structures in pulleys and Tenon's fascia. Sections taken at a midglobal level best illustrate the medial rectus pulley ring (open arrow). Blue = collagen; red = striated muscle and lacrimal gland. (A) Human. IR = inferior rectus muscle; LG = orbital lobe of lacrimal gland; LPS = levator palpebrae superioris; LR = lateral rectus muscle; MR = medial rectus muscle; SO = superior oblique muscle; SR = superior rectus muscle. (B) Rhesus monkey. (C) Fascicularis monkey.

FIGURE 2. (middle) Immunoperoxidase stain for human smooth muscle α-actin in 10-μm coronal orbital sections near the medial rectus pulley. Hematoxylin counterstain. (A) Human orbit showing smooth muscle in equatorial Tenon's fascia (inset), and in focal bands extending from the pulley to the orbital wall and to the adjacent pulleys. (B) Rhesus orbit showing smooth muscle in equatorial Tenon's fascia (inset). Note cross-reactivity of monkey striated fibers (open arrow) to human smooth muscle antibody.

FIGURE 3. (bottom) Smooth muscles with blue nuclei are richly innervated by tyrosine-hydroxylase-positive axons (brown peroxidase reaction product; arrows) in the superior rectus pulley region of a human (A) and of a rhesus monkey (B), indicating synthesis of catecholamines. Hematoxylin counterstain, oil immersion.
tissues from around each of the rectus EOMs and the ciliary ganglion. Each of these selective specimens was then fixed for 24 hours in 4% neutral-buffered paraformaldehyde, equilibrated in 30% neutral-buffered sucrose, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and sectioned at 10-μm thickness in a cryostat.

**Histology**

Step and serially sectioned 10-μm specimens were mounted on gelatin-coated glass slides. Masson’s trichrome stain was used to show muscle and collagen, and van Gieson’s stain to show elastin. To demonstrate the NADPH-diaphorase reaction, mounted frozen sections were incubated in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, containing 0.3% Triton X-100, 0.1 mg/ml nitroblue tetrazolium, and 1 mg/ml β-NADPH at room temperature for 30 to 60 minutes. Some sections were lightly counterstained with nuclear fast red. To demonstrate acetylcholinesterase (AChE) activity, frozen sections were mounted on glass slides and processed as described.

**Immunohistochemistry**

Smooth muscle was confirmed using monoclonal mouse antibody to human SM α-actin (Dako, Copenhagen, Denmark) applied at 4°C overnight at dilutions of 1:100 to 1:500. Nonspecific peroxidase was blocked using 3% H₂O₂ for 5 minutes. Antigen–antibody reactions were visualized using the ABC kit (Vector, Burlingame, CA) with diaminobenzidine (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) as the chromogen. In some sections, blue chromogen Vector Alkaline Phosphatase Kit 3 (Vector) was also used to demonstrate human SM α-actin. Most sections contained vascular SM and striated EOMs, providing intrinsic positive and negative controls, respectively.

Tyrosine hydroxylase was demonstrated by immunoreactivity to a monoclonal mouse antibody (Incstar, Stillwater, MN), applied overnight at 4°C at a dilution of 1:300. Adrenal medulla and the intrinsic nerves of muscular arteries served as positive controls. Synaptophysin immunoreactivity was demonstrated with a monoclonal antibody (Bohringer–Mannheim, Mannheim, Germany), applied overnight at 4°C at a dilution of 1:10. Myelin basic protein immunoreactivity was demonstrated with a polyclonal antibody (Dako, Carpinteria, CA) for 1 hour at room temperature at a dilution of 1:50. Myelinated peripheral nerve was used as a positive control.

Dopamine-β-hydroxylase immunoreactivity was demonstrated with a polyclonal antibody (Eugene Tech, Ridgeford Park, NJ) applied at 4°C, either at a dilution of 1:250 overnight, or at a dilution of 1:500 for 2 days. Phenylethanolamine-N-methyltransferase was demonstrated using a polyclonal antibody (Eugene Tech) applied overnight at 4°C at a dilution of 1:1000. Adrenal medulla was used as a positive control for dopamine β-hydroxylase and phenylethanolamine-N-methyltransferase.

*Phaseolus vulgaris* leucoagglutinin (PHA-L) is a plant lectin that undergoes anterograde transport in neurons. To trace projections from monkey superior cervical ganglia that had been injected with PHA-L (Vector), its polyclonal antibody (Vector) was incubated for 48 hours at 4°C at a dilution of 1:250 or 1:500. The injected superior cervical ganglion was used as a positive control.

Nitric oxide synthase (NOS) was demonstrated using a polyclonal antibody to brain NOS (Accurate Chemical and Scientific, Westbury, NY), incubated overnight at room temperature at a dilution of 1:5000. Brainstem and cerebral cortex were used as positive controls.

**RESULTS**

**Pulleys and Smooth Muscle Distribution in Orbits of Monkeys and Humans**

Orbital specimens of fascicularis and rhesus monkeys were serially sectioned for comparison with serial sections of two human orbits from different subjects. It was first necessary to determine whether the monkeys had rectus muscle pulleys comparable to those in humans. Coronal sections stained with Masson’s trichrome (Fig. 1) demonstrate comparable EOM pulleys in humans and in both monkey species. Figure 1A shows a micrograph of a coronal section of a whole human orbit at the level of the densest part of the MR pulley; a complete ring of dense collagen encircles the MR tendon. Similar dense connective tissue rings are evident around the MR in the rhesus (Fig. 1B) and in the fascicularis (Fig. 1C) monkeys. Similar pulleys were found for each of the rectus EOMs in all of the human and monkey orbits examined. As in human specimens, equatorial Tenon’s fascia in both monkey species contained dense collagen (Fig. 1). The lateral levator aponeurosis, a connective tissue condensation that extends between the superior border of the lateral rectus pulley and the lateral border of the levator palpebrae superioris–superior rectus pulley complex, contained particularly dense collagen. Van Gieson’s stain demonstrated elastin in equatorial Tenon’s fascia, in the pulley sleeves, and in a dense deposit on the orbital side of each pulley in all human specimens. In the fascicularis monkey, elastin was particularly dense and diffusely distributed throughout pulley sleeves and especially in equatorial Tenon’s fascia, in which the greatest thickness was approximately five times that of the sclera. Elastin was less abundant in the corresponding tissues of the rhesus monkey, although the relative thickness of equatorial Tenon’s fascia was similar. The rhesus also exhibited cartilage in the connection between the MR and inferior rectus pulleys, as well as a cartilaginous promi-
nence extending from the trochlea along the reflected tendon of the superior oblique muscle. Neither monkey species exhibited a pulley around the accessory lateral rectus muscle, which inserted central to equatorial Tenon’s fascia.

In paraffin-embedded and frozen sections of human specimens, immunoreactivity to human SM α-actin was highly specific to SM, with staining in striated EOMs limited to the walls of intrinsic blood vessels. In human specimens, immunoreactivity to SM α-actin was abundant in equatorial Tenon’s fascia and in dense, focal bands running from pulleys to the adjacent orbital wall, to adjacent pulleys, and to the trochlea (Fig. 2A). A particularly dense band of SM was present in the lateral half of the lateral levator aponeurosis. The nasal portion of the lateral levator aponeurosis begins as a lateral extension of striated muscle fibers from the levator, which becomes contiguous approximately halfway along its course, with SM cells continuing laterally and inferiorly to the LR pulley. Another dense band of circumferential SM in human orbits extends from the inferior border of the MR pulley inferiorly to the medial border of the inferior rectus pulley. The majority of cells immunoreactive to SM α-actin had the characteristic spindle shape and Masson’s trichrome staining of SM cells, although a few cells that were observed in collagen had branched morphology suggestive of myofibroblasts.

Smooth muscle α-actin immunoreactivity was specific in the fascicularis monkey, but SM cells were sparse in Tenon’s fascia, except for a radial band near the equator of the globe. The most abundant SM in the equatorial Tenon’s fascia of the fascicularis monkey was radially distributed, found around the MR pulley and extending to the inferior rectus pulley. In the rhesus, the SM α-actin antibody was cross-reactive with striated EOMs (Fig. 2B), but cellular morphology permitted unambiguous identification. Radially oriented bands of SM were concentrated at the orbital side of the rhesus MR pulley, as they were in the human.

Synaptophysin and Myelin

Human orbital specimens in the vicinity of the MR pulley had immunoreactivity synaptophysin. These presumed synaptic end plates were identified in clusters on pulley SM. Myelin basic protein immunoreactivity was readily demonstrated in the larger orbital nerves in both human specimens but was never observed near or within the unmyelinated SM bands of rectus EOMs. This implies that, although the myelin antibody was reactive for larger nerves, the axon arborizations within pulley SM bundles are unmyelinated.

Sympathetic Innervation

To demonstrate sympathetic innervation, orbital tissues were immunostained for tyrosine hydroxylase, the rate-limiting enzyme in catecholamine biosynthesis. A rich distribution of axons immunoreactive to tyrosine hydroxylase was observed within SM bands in human (Fig. 3A) and rhesus (Fig. 3B) orbits. Immunoreactivity to dopamine β-hydroxylase indicates that the catecholamine pathway continues with conversion of dopamine to norepinephrine. Innervation in the rhesus superior rectus pulley SM contained dopamine β-hydroxylase (Fig. 4). In orbital and control human tissue, dopamine β-hydroxylase staining was unsuccessful, perhaps because of the delay between death and fixation of human tissue compared with the interval between death and fixation in the monkey tissue, which was perfused with fixative immediately after death. Monkey pulley SM tissue was not immunoreactive for phenylethanolamine-N-methyltransferase (not shown), indicating that catecholamine synthesis stops at norepinephrine, before epinephrine is synthesized, and that the sympathetic neurotransmitter that drives pulley SM is norepinephrine. The monkey adrenal medulla, in which epinephrine is synthesized, was a positive control observed to have immunoreactivity to all catecholamine synthetic enzymes.

Immunoreactivity to PHA-L was identified in the superior cervical ganglion and in nerves arborizing in SM around the rectus pulley in the rhesus that had earlier received PHA-L injection into the superior cervical ganglion. Figure 5 illustrates immunoreactivity for this tracer in small axons within rhesus superior rectus pulley SM. This finding indicates sympathetic projection from the superior cervical ganglion to the pulley SMs.

Parasympathetic Innervation

The AChE histochemical reaction demonstrated groups of typical, autonomic motor end plates within the macaque pulley SM (Fig. 6), suggesting parasympathetic, cholinergic innervation. As a control, acetylcholinesterase was also demonstrated in typical cholinergic motor end plates on monkey striated EOMs (not shown).

Nitroxidergic Innervation

Rich nitroxidergic innervation was demonstrated using the NADPH–diaphorase reaction in human (Fig. 7A) and rhesus (Fig. 7B) pulley SM. Axons were small, arborized, coiled within SM bundles, and ended in varicose motor end plates. A small amount of blue reaction product was often observed in SM around end plates, as illustrated in the double-stained preparation of Figure 7A, in which the SM bundle was confirmed by immunoreactivity to SM α-actin. Because the NADPH–diaphorase histochemical reaction is an indirect indication of the presence of NOS, direct confirmation was obtained by demonstration of immunoreactivity to NOS in axons innervating pulley SM of...
FIGURE 4. (top left) Varicose nerves are positive for dopamine β-hydroxylase immunoreactivity (brown peroxidase stain) in rhesus superior rectus pulley smooth muscle. Immunoreactivity was absent for phenylethanolamine-N-methyltransferase (not shown), indicating that the catecholamine synthesized is norepinephrine. Hematoxylin counterstain, oil immersion.

FIGURE 5. (middle left) After injection of PHA-L into superior cervical ganglion of rhesus monkey, immunoreactivity for this tracer was detected in small axons (arrows) within the SR pulley smooth muscles (light brown). This indicates a sympathetic projection from the superior cervical ganglion to pulley smooth muscle. Brown peroxidase stain.

FIGURE 6. (bottom left) Acetylcholinesterase histochemistry demonstrates multiple-beaded neuromuscular junctions along cholinergic nerves in bands of smooth muscle (light purple) near the rhesus superior muscle muscle. This suggests parasympathetic, cholinergic innervation of pulley smooth muscle. Hematoxylin counterstain, oil immersion.
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the macaque. Although axons in the SM were immu-
noreactive to NOS, staining was weaker than that for
NADPH–diaphorase, reflecting a greater sensitivity of
the enzyme histochemical technique.

The origins of the nitroxidergic innervation of
pulley SM were sought. The midbrain and spinal cord
of the rhesus were sectioned and stained for NADPH–
diaphorase. Although a minority of midbrain neurons
and fibers of passage were positive for NADPH–diaph-
orase, neurons in the Edinger–Westphal nucleus, the
parasympathetic subdivision of the oculomotor com-
plex, were negative. In humans (Fig. 8A) and rhesus
monkeys (Fig. 8B), the pterygopalatine ganglion con-
tained abundant somata and some fibers positive for
NADPH–diaphorase. Immunoreactivity to NOS in the
pterygopalatine ganglion mirrored NADPH–diapho-
rase activity (Figs. 8C, 8D).

The ciliary ganglion of the rhesus contained a few
nitroxidergic somata, all located at the periphery of
the ganglion. Adjacent serial sections in Figure 9 illus-
trate that the same neurons were positive for NADPH–
diaphorase staining and NOS immunoreactivity. From
the paucity of nitroxidergic somata in the ciliary gan-
glion, we do not think that the ciliary ganglion is a
major source of nitroxidergic innervation to the orbit.
Some other potential sources of nitroxidergic innerva-
tion were identified in serial sectioning of rhesus and
human orbits. Small clusters of NADPH–diaphorase-
positive ganglion cells were found within SM bundles
of the rhesus MR pulley. These cells may comprise
intrinsic nitroxidergic ganglia of the pulley SM.

Paraffin-embedded rhesus and human orbits were
serially sectioned in the coronal plane from cornea to
apex at 10-μm thickness. Ganglion cells were found
in the inferior lateral orbital apex of both species,
distributed either as a chain or as clusters of somata
that appeared to be a rostral continuation of the ptery-
gopalatine ganglion. These cells were NADPH–diaph-
orase positive, and may be the source of nitroxidergic
innervation to pulley SM.

DISCUSSION

Pulleys of the extraocular muscles were present in
both monkey species studied, differing in minor
respects from those in humans. The human is more
similar to the rhesus than to the fascicularis. In
fascicularis, equatorial Tenon’s fascia is thicker
than in humans, and consists of collagen and dense
elastin but little SM. Rhesus equatorial Tenon’s fas-
cia is also thick but contains less elastin and more
SM than fascicularis. Cartilage also appears to con-
tribute to the connective tissue structure in the rhe-
sus. In humans, SM is widely distributed in equato-
rial Tenon’s fascia and is prominent in condensa-
tions of SM arranged in bands extending from the
elastin blocks of the MR pulley to the adjacent or-
bital wall and adjacent pulleys. The SM bands ex-
tend from the superior rectus to the lateral rectus
pulleys and from the MR to the inferior rectus pul-
leys. In rhesus and humans, but not in fascicularis,
radial bundles of SM join the MR pulley to the
medial orbital wall. These distributions of SM were
probably the ones grouped together by Müller un-
der the term “peribulbar muscle.” The compara-
tive anatomic findings suggest that the physiologic
function provided by stable pulley sleeves has adap-
tive value that is evolutionarily conserved, with vary-
ing arrangements of tissues in different primates.
Perhaps distributed SM maintains stiffness of Ten-
on’s fascia and the globe suspension into maturity,
compensating for the progressive laxity of collagen
and elastin. The abundance of SM in human orbits
suggests that it is not a vestige inherited from non-
human primates, but is an adaptation important to
binocularity. Moreover, this argument is supported
by the complete absence of the peribulbar SM in
the rat,14 a lateral-eyed animal.

We can speculate about a dynamic role for SM
in the pulley suspensions. It is well positioned to
modify EOM pulling directions, because pulleys
function as mechanical origins of the muscles. A
dynamic role in horizontal vergence is suggested
by the most highly developed SM bands extending
medially and anteriorly from the MR pulley to the
anteri or and posterior lacrimal crests in an ar-
angement that could produce anteroposterior
movement of the pulley. A posterior movement of
the MR pulley might facilitate convergence and ad-
duction and prevent the MR pulley from interfering
with vertical eye movements in the adducted
position, in which the scleral insertion of the MR
would otherwise approximate its pulley. Such pos-
terior MR pulley movement, if actively produced,
would be associated with relaxation of the promi-
nent SM band during convergence. It is also possi-
ble that SM could play an important role in binocu-
larly by finely tuning the static positions of the
pulleys and the stiffness of Tenon’s fascia. Com-
puter simulations indicate that precise pulley posi-
tions are important to binocular yoking for near
targets in three-dimensional space,15 perhaps re-
ducing the computational complexity of binocular
kinematics faced by the brain.22

We have found a rich innervation of pulley
smooth muscle in human and macaque orbits. The
absence of myelin basic protein immunoreactivity
and the fine caliber of axons terminating in pulley
SMs indicate that the terminal innervation is not
myelinated. These axons exhibit frequent bifurca-
tions and varicosities, meandering extensively to
terminate in clusters in pulley SMs. Such morphology is typical of autonomic innervation to SM.23

**Sympathetic Innervation**

We traced a sympathetic projection, which probably employs norepinephrine, to pulley SM from the ipsilateral superior cervical ganglion. This is consistent with the sympathetic projection to the superior tarsal (Müller's) muscle from the rostral ipsilateral superior cervical ganglion in such mammals as rat24 and fascicularis monkey.25 Electrical stimulation of the superior cervical ganglion in the alert rhesus may increase tension in the MR muscle (unpublished data), as we would expect from sympathetically induced contraction of the SM suspension of the MR pulley.

**Parasympathetic Innervation**

The ciliary and pterygopalatine are the two classically parasympathetic ganglia of the orbit. Baljet et al employed the AchE technique in the rhesus and fetal human to demonstrate parasympathetic projections from the pterygopalatine ganglion penetrating the orbital muscle and entering the orbit.26 In agreement with the current findings, these investigators describe neuronal perikarya distributed along the major nerve trunks exiting the pterygopalatine ganglion. Parasympathetic projections from the ciliary ganglion mingle with those from the pterygopalatine ganglion to form an integrated retroocular plexus, which also contains scattered ciliary perikarya.26 Thus, the current finding of AchE-positive innervation in pulley SM is consistent with a cholinergic, parasympathetic innervation of this muscle. The pterygopalatine and ciliary ganglia and scattered perikarya in the retroocular plexus are likely
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Nitroxidergic Innervation

Many SM systems, including vascular, intestinal, biliary, and bladder, are innervated by nonadrenergic, noncholinergic neurons that use the gaseous neuromessenger NO, which induces SM relaxation and mediates actions of other neurotransmitters. Nitric oxide is formed by the conversion by NO synthase of L-arginine to citrulline and NO, an enzyme now known to be identical to neuronal NADPH-diaphorase. Toda et al provided direct evidence that NO acts as a neurotransmitter in the orbital vasculature, demonstrating after unilateral alcohol lesion near the pterygopalatine ganglion contributes to cholinesterase-positive innervation as well. A possible cholinergic, sympathetic, postganglionic projection from the superior cervical ganglion to the pulley SMs can therefore not be excluded.

Sources of this parasympathetic innervation. However, in the rat, lesion of the ipsilateral superior cervical ganglion decreased the density of AChE-positive nerves in Müller’s muscle, indicating that the superior cervical ganglion contributes to cholinesterase-positive innervation as well. A possible cholinergic, sympathetic, postganglionic projection from the superior cervical ganglion to the pulley SMs can therefore not be excluded.

Nitroxidergic Innervation

Many SM systems, including vascular, intestinal, biliary, and bladder, are innervated by nonadrenergic, noncholinergic neurons that use the gaseous neuromessenger NO, which induces SM relaxation and mediates actions of other neurotransmitters. Nitric oxide is formed by the conversion by NO synthase of L-arginine to citrulline and NO, an enzyme now known to be identical to neuronal NADPH-diaphorase. Toda et al provided direct evidence that NO acts as a neurotransmitter in the orbital vasculature, demonstrating after unilateral alcohol lesion near the pterygopalatine ganglion a loss of NADPH-diaphorase activity in the ganglion as well as abnormal responses of central retinal arterial strips to electrical and pharmacologic stimulation. Nitric oxide controls arteriolar tone in the retina itself and is abundant in neurons innervating the human ciliary SM and aqueous outflow pathway. In rat, 10% to 15% of neurons in the ophthalmic division of the trigeminal ganglion and 70% to 80% of neurons in the pterygopalatine ganglion label positively for NOS. Nitric oxide is involved in multiple local feedback loops involving mechanical forces. In response to local mechanical forces, vascular endothelium releases NO to relax vascular SM and regulate local blood pressure. Nitric oxide synthase in the macula densa of the kidney functions as part of a local negative-feedback loop to control responses of the SM sphincter of the afferent arteriole and thus regulate local glomerular capillary pressure and glomerular filtration rate. It is thus plausible that local mechanical feedback loops in Tenon’s fascia, employing local release of NO, might serve to regulate connective tissue tension.

The presence of NO can be demonstrated with excellent sensitivity in nitroxidergic neurons using the NADPH-diaphorase reaction, and more specifically, using immunohistochemistry for the synthetic enzyme neuronal NOS. The current study used these complimentary techniques to demonstrate that monkey and human pulley SMs have abundant nitroxidergic innervation, and revealed scattered nitroxidergic perikarya among the SM cells. Nitroxidergic axons in pulley SM appeared similar to those in vascular SM. In addition to the perikarya of the retroocular plexus, the pterygopalatine ganglion seems a likely source of nitroxidergic innervation of pulley SMs, because we found numerous nitroxidergic cells within that ganglion. These results are similar to findings in the rat. Curiously, the pterygopalatine ganglion has historically been regarded as having a primary function in control of lacrimation and in rat receives preganglionic innervation from lacrimal and salivatory centers in the brainstem. Nitroxidergic neurons in the pterygopalatine ganglion have also been shown to innervate the vessels of the circle of Willis in the rat. Nitric oxide controls arteriolar tone in the retina itself, and is abundant in neurons innervating the human ciliary SM and aqueous outflow pathway. The ciliary ganglion was observed here in humans and monkeys to contain a few nitroxidergic perikarya, and so could also contribute to this innervation of pulley SMs. The absence in the current study of nitroxidergic neurons in the Edinger–Westphal nucleus rules out a direct nitroxidergic brainstem projection to pulley SMs.

**FIGURE 8.** Micrograph of 10-μm frozen sections demonstrating presence of nitroxidergic neurons in the pterygopalatine ganglion. (A) Several somata and fibers in portion of human pterygopalatine ganglion stain positively for NADPH-diaphorase (purple, arrows). (B) Numerous somata and some fibers in rhesus pterygopalatine ganglion stain positively for NADPH-diaphorase (blue). This elderly monkey had multiple calcifications (large round structures) in the pterygopalatine ganglion, as well as elsewhere in the orbit. (C) Nitric oxide synthase immunoreactivity (brown, arrows) in portion of human pterygopalatine ganglion is similar to NADPH-diaphorase (A). (D) Nitric oxide synthase immunoreactivity in rhesus pterygopalatine ganglion mirrors NADPH-diaphorase activity, as may be seen by comparison with (B). Hematoxylin counterstain.

**FIGURE 9.** Adjacent 10-μm sections demonstrating nitroxidergic neurons in rhesus ciliary ganglion. Hematoxylin counterstain. (A) NADPH-diaphorase stain demonstrates a few small positive neurons (arrows). Negatively staining ganglion cells (light purple) are considerably larger. (B) Nitric oxide synthase immunostaining labels similar small ganglion cells (brown, arrows).
In summary, the rectus EOMs of monkeys and humans pass through connective tissue sleeves that act as pulleys to influence EOM paths and act as functional origins of the striated muscles. Although the structure of the pulley tissues varies somewhat according to primate species, humans and rhesus monkeys have a peribulbar distribution of SM cells in equatorial Tenon’s fascia, particularly near rectus pulleys. Embedded in equatorial Tenon’s fascia, these SM cells suspending the rectus muscle pulleys receive rich, nonmyelinated sympathetic and parasympathetic innervation, probably employing norepinephrine, acetylcholine, and nitric oxide. Innervation of pulley SM appears typical of that of earlier-described orbital SMs. The sympathetic projection arises from the ipsilateral superior cervical ganglion, whereas the parasympathetic projections might arise from the pterygopalatine and ciliary ganglia and from scattered perikarya in the retroocular plexus. The pterygopalatine ganglion is probably the source of nitroergic innervation to pulley SM, although this remains to be demonstrated definitively. Antagonistic innervation of pulley SM suggests active neural regulation of pulley suspension stiffness, providing control of the paths and thus of the mechanical actions of striated extraocular muscles, thereby refining binocular coordination or aiding vergence eye movements.
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